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Background 
 
The Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority (WHEDA) designed, tested, and launched 
a new, improved website February 2016. The website had not been updated since 2007.  The old site 
was not mobile compatible nor was it ADA compliant.  Additionally, content was outdated, there was 
very little interaction on the site as well as no immediate calls to action to engage WHEDA with its 
customers. 
  
Redesign objectives 

1. A customer-centric organization 

When designing our new website, we approached the project with a customer-first, ground up 
philosophy addressing critical questions such as:  What do WHEDA customers really need, what do they 
want and how can WHEDA meet their expectations?  Through the planning process, it became 
immediately clear that a large majority of our web content was outdated, missing or unhelpful.  No 
matter how well we designed the new site, web content needed to be overhauled. 
 
The first step was to evaluate the old site’s information architecture, or how content was organized. The 
current approach siloed content into single family, multifamily and economic development categories.  
Internally this made sense but was less helpful to our customers.  Restructuring our website meant 
rethinking how internal business units display WHEDA financing products online.  On the new WHEDA 
website content is now divided into customer specific categories: Homeownership & Renters, Lending 
Partnerships, and Developers & Property Managers.  
 
With these new categories in place, we worked with an external developer to create a wireframe layout. 
This allowed us to visualize how content would be organized on a page, as well as plan for interactions, 
without getting caught up on visual treatments such as color, heading design and graphic treatments.    

2. An easy-to-use website 

Once the wireframe was complete, we proceeded to full color design mockups, complete with images 
and placeholder text.  We made sure our brand standards were consistently applied across the website 
and that the new design met Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), Section 508 Standards and 
ADA recommendations for accessibility.  Furthermore, best industry practices in conjunction with an 
emphasis on customer service drove the improved navigational structure to have the lowest amount of 
clicks possible to access content. 

3. Online interactions to drive engagement 

With a working design, development began to code the functionality of the site.  As soon as the bare 
bones of the navigation and interaction were finished, end user testing began.  The testing phase 
involved bringing in real-world customers that have never experienced the new website.  Each customer 
was given a similar list of online tasks to complete and their on-screen actions were recorded to gain 
insight into how end users interacted with the new site. 
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Through the testing process, WHEDA learned that customers approved the site’s look and feel and 
found the navigation much more intuitive.  

4. Provide killer content 

Once the design was finalized, all website content was frozen.  No new content changes, additions or 
removals were approved without a pressing business need.  During the freeze Marketing Team staff met 
with business unit stakeholders to perform a content scrub.  Working together, every single page, word, 
link, form and graphic on the old version of the website was reviewed.  All outdated and incorrect 
information was fixed as well as existing content was refreshed to be more customer friendly.  In 
addition, content owners were assigned to every page of WHEDA.com.  Finally, a policy of recurring 
checks and regular updates was also established to help insure that the new website would remain 
current. 
 
After the content scrub, every page on the old site was re-created, updated the formatted to match the 
new site’s configuration, conforming to current brand standards and optimizing for the best possible 
user experience on any device.  Thousands of pages were migrated to a test version of the website. 
 
Once the pages were completely migrated to a prototype environment, master testing began.  Internal 
and external users tested the new site for errors in design, interaction and content.  Testing also 
spanned as many desktop, laptop, tablet and mobile devices as possible.  During the final testing phase, 
errors found were fixed, employee website demos were conducted, a migration checklist was created 
and public messages regarding the new site were crafted.  With pre-launch activities in place, the new 
WHEDA.com was successful launched on February 10, 2016, without technical difficultly or customer 
concern.   
 
Results 
 
Using Google Analytics, the Marketing Team compared WHEDA.com traffic and engagement before the 
new site had launched and after.  In the months leading up to the new site, WHEDA averaged 100 
visitors per day but with a high bounce rate (when users visit a website but then leave quickly 
thereafter).  Factoring out the initial post-launch excitement when the site was receiving 2,000 visitors a 
day, traffic has settled into a pattern of approximately 1,000 visitors per day, but with a very low bounce 
rate.  In addition, page click-through and engagement are extremely high.  
 
Visual Aids  

1. Please visit www.wheda.com  
2. Enclosed: 

a. The old version of WHEDA.com, with no room for success stories, a broken mobile 
version, and inconsistent brand standard enforcement. 

b. The new re-design of WHEDA.com. 
c. The mobile view of WHEDA.com 
d. Interactivity Example 1, New Markets Tax Credit interest form. 
e. Interactivity Example 2, Glossary of common terms and acronyms. 
f. Google Analytics screenshot. 

http://www.wheda.com/
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